The Sentry Bookwand™ is the only portable handheld Electromagnetic (EM) reactivator available to libraries today. The Bookwand™ features an ergonomic, lightweight design that is compact and easy to use.

Compatible with all industry standard EM security strips, including 3M Tattle-Tape™, the Bookwand™ reactivates security strips in books and media items, such as CDs and DVDs.

When the Sentry Bookwand™ is ON, it will reactivate security strips; when it is Off, it can also be used to deactivate security strips.

The Sentry Bookwand™ runs on rechargeable batteries and does not need to be plugged in during use.

FEATURES

✓ Flexible
  - The Bookwand™ can reactivate security tags in books and media items individually, in groups, or when shelved.

✓ Convenient:
  - To use the Sentry Bookwand™, simply remove the wand from the charging stand and press and hold the ON button while drawing the reactivating cylinder of the wand across the spine of the book. The reactivation procedure is the same whether the security strips are placed in the spine or the gutter of the book.

✓ Efficient:
  - Library staff can also rapidly reactivate multiple books by placing them on a book cart and running the Sentry Bookwand™ up and down along the spines of the books. Library staff can process an entire book cart in about 2 minutes, saving valuable time.

✓ Dual Use:
  - When "ON" the Sentry Bookwand™ sensitizes strips; when "OFF" Sentry Bookwand™ can also be used to deactivate (de-sensitize) the same strip.

SPECIFICATIONS

**Dimensions:**
- Wand: 11.4” L x 2.1” W x 1” D (29 cm x 5.3 cm x 2.5 cm)
- Stand: 7.3” L x 3.5” W x 4.5” H (18.5 cm x 8.9 cm x 11.4 cm)

**Weight:**
- Wand: 0.7 lbs. (0.32 kg)
- Stand: 1.15 lbs. (0.52 kg)

-- Barb Kondrick | Adult Services Librarian
City of Columbia Heights | Public Library

“Our staff loved the wand. It’s light weight, easy to use and since it’s cordless, it is very adaptable. It saves a lot of time since you don’t have to pick up every book individually: you can scan a whole stack or shelf of books at one time. We also appreciate that you don’t need to remove cds and dvds from their envelopes in order to sensitize & de-sensitize them”

PRICING & WARRANTY INFORMATION IS ON THE NEXT PAGE
EM SENTRY BOOKWAND™ SENSITIZER & DE-SENSITIZER

**PRICING**

Minitex Price: $749 per unit, Call for quantity discount!

- Save Valuable processing time.
- The only hand-held EM reactivator/deactivator available to libraries today
- Compatible with all standard EM security strips
- May be used on all printed media, CDs and DVDs
- Uses rechargeable batteries and does not need to be plugged in during use
- Easy-to-use
- Compact design
- 11 2/5" H x 2 1/5" W x 1" D

**LIMITED WARRANTY**

Sentry Custom Security warrants that the Product(s) will be free from defects in material and workmanship for Eighteen (18) months from the date of original purchase of Product(s) from Sentry. Sentry's obligation under this limited warranty shall be limited, at its option, to repairing or replacing the Product(s), if upon inspection it is found to be defective in material or workmanship. Such inspection may be onsite and/or Sentry may request the return of the Product(s) or components at the Customer's expense. However, Sentry shall not be responsible for packing, inspection, or labor costs in connection with the return of the Product(s) unless otherwise specified in the Terms and Conditions of the Contract/Agreement with the Customer. The repair or replacement of any Product(s) under this limited warranty shall not extend the terms of the warranty beyond the original term as set forth above. All repairs that qualify under the limited warranty must be performed by Sentry or its designated authorized service agent. In the event that any Product(s) are found to be defective during the limited warranty period, the Customer shall notify Sentry of any claimed defect within thirty (30) days after such defect is discovered. This limited warranty shall not cover defects caused in whole or in part by negligence in use, customer abuse, vandalism, misuse, flood, fire, power surges, other abnormal conditions, acts of God, improper installation or application, improper maintenance or repair, alternation or repair by an unauthorized repair facility, improper storage, transportation or handling. There are no warranties, which extend beyond the description on the face hereof.

THIS LIMITED WARRANTY IS THE SOLE AND ENTIRE WARRANTY PERTAINING TO PRODUCT(S) AND IS IN LIEU OF AND EXCLUDES ALL OTHER WARRANTIES OF ANY NATURE WHATSOEVER, WHETHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND WARRANTIES OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND IT IS AGREED THAT THE PRODUCT(S) ARE DESIGNED TO MERELY REDUCE BUT NOT ELIMINATE CERTAIN RISKS OF LOSS AND THAT THE AMOUNTS BEING CHARGED ARE NOT SUFFICIENT TO WARRANT THAT EITHER NO LOSS OR DAMAGE WILL OCCUR OR THAT INCREASED LOSS OR DAMAGE WILL NOT OCCUR. SENTRY WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES OTHER THAN REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT OF PRODUCT(S) THAT ARE FOUND TO BE DEFECTIVE DURING THE PERIOD AND IN NO EVENT SHALL SENTRY’S LIABILITY FOR ANY CLAIM ARISING OUT OF THE USE, SALE OR SERVICE OF THE PRODUCT(S), EXCEED THE PER UNIT PRODUCT PRICE FOR THE PRODUCT(S) THAT GIVE(S) RISE TO THE CLAIM. THESE LIMITATIONS OF DAMAGE SHALL INCLUDE, BUT NOT BE LIMITED TO LOSS, LOSS OF PROFIT, INVENTORY OR REVENUE, LOSS OF USE OF PRODUCT(S) OR ANY ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT, FACILITIES, SERVICES AND DOWNTIME COSTS.

To Order go to: https://shop.minitex.umn.edu
or contact Tim Peters at 1-800-462-5348 tim@minitex.umn.edu